The 61st ISI World Statistics Congress
17-21 July 2017
Marrakech, Morocco
This report presents the highlights as well as some facts and figures about the WSC in
Marrakech. Additional information including the official WSC Proceedings will become
available later.
The ISI2017 was organised under the patronage of his Majesty King Mohammed VI of
Morocco.
Participation
A total of 1852 participants from 138 countries attended the congress at the Palais des
Congrès in Marrakech. The table below shows the distribution of participants by continent.

Continent
Participants
Percentage
Africa
588
31,8%
Europe
536
29,0%
North America
328
17,7%
Asia
288
15,6%
South America
70
3,8%
Oceania
41
2,2%
Total
1851
100,0%
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Opening Ceremony & International Prize in Statistics
The opening ceremony took place during the afternoon on Sunday, 16 July 2017. The
ceremony was held in ‘Salle des Ministres’ in the Palais des Congrès, a wonderful venue
which was our home for almost a week.
The ceremony started with a welcoming speech by Mohamed Boussaïd, Minister of
Economy and Finance, followed by a speech by Ahmed Lahlimi Alami, High Commission for
Planning, and the opening remarks by Pedro Silva, ISI President.

Mohamed Boussaïd (left) and Ahmed Lahlimi Alami (right).

Pedro Silva in his opening speech.

The official opening was followed by the presentation of the First International Prize of
Statistics to Sir David Cox, who participated in the ceremony through a video message.

From left to right: Richard Davis (IMS), Barry Nussbaum
(ASA), Elizabeth Thompson (IBS), David Spiegelhalter (RSS),
Ahmed Lahlimi Alami (High Commission for Planning
Morocco), Mohamed Boussaïd (Minister of Economy and
Finance), Pedro Silva (ISI).
On video: Sir David Cox.
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After the formal ceremony the participants enjoyed a lively and vibrant show of Moroccan
culture with Dija – an oriental dance group – and Bola Bola – a group of ‘dakka marrakchia’
a ritual and folk music . The opening ceremony ended with a cocktail reception, which offered
a great opportunity for participants to meet old friends and make new acquaintances.
The Opening ceremony was followed by a press conference. Many journalists from media
interviewed the speakers.

Ahmed Lahlimi Alami (High Commission for Planning)
interviewed by the press.

Scientific Programme
The scientific programme consisted of Invited Paper Sessions, Special Topics Sessions, and
Contributed Paper Sessions, covering leading-edge research and practice, emerging topics
of broad interest, expository and overview talks, and panel discussions. The Scientific
Programme Committee and the Local Programme Committee, chaired respectively by
Fabrizio Ruggeri (Italy) and Belkacem Abdous (Morocco) did a wonderful job in organising a
programme that was very rich and diverse in content.
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Communication
The Daily News was available every morning at the Palais des Congrès with the highlights of
the previous day and alerts about the events of the day. For the first time there was a
conference app created for the ISI WSC. The app was received as a useful add-on by most
participants. Further, social media Twitter and Facebook were intensively used. ISI2017
photos can be viewed here.
Short Courses programme
Prior to the WSC, from 13 to 15 July, the
ISI and its Associations, in close
coordination and with the support of the
High Commission for Planning, organized
Short Courses that took place in the
Medicine University of Marrakech.
Six courses were held during the 3-day
programme, with 180 participants.

Special Event: Statistical approaches to measure environment and climate change
impacts
On Sunday 16 July, the special event ‘Statistical approaches to measure environment and
climate change impacts’, organized by the High Commission for Planning, the Moroccan
Presidency of COP22, and the United Nations Statistics Division, in consultation with the
State Secretariat for Sustainable Development, took place. During this event, the issues
pertaining to statistical measurement and quantification of environmental variables related to
sustainable management of natural resources, climate change impacts, and risks of natural
disasters were discussed.
The conference also dealt with capacity building in developing countries - especially African
countries - to better collect, process, compile, analyse, and disseminate environmental
statistics; and further integrate them into their national statistical systems.
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2017 ISI Young Statisticians Workshop (YS-ISI2017)
Preceding ISI2017, on Sunday 16 July, the 2017 ISI Young Statisticians Workshop (YSISI2017) was organized by the ISI Young Statisticians Committee (http://www.ys-isi.org); it
was held in Ryad Mogador, Marrakech.
The purpose of the YS-ISI2017 was to bring
together and to promote the active participation of
early career statisticians who are attending
ISI2017.
The workshop offered opportunities to meet each
other, to share scientific and professional
experiences, and to promote scientific and
professional collaborations. The workshop was a
great success with more than 80 participants from
30 countries.
Complete information about the workshop can be found in http://www.ys-isi.org/index.php/ysisi2017
ISI Strategic Priority Open Meetings
Prior to the WSC, the ISI had published the ISI Strategy 2017-2021.
To increase engagement and facilitate an open dialogue with the ISI members, the Executive
Committee organised a series of lunch time Open Meetings to discuss the strategic priorities.
During these meeting the members were offered the opportunity to provide practical input
and suggestions on the most important activities, objectives, and achievements of ISI and its
Associations. The following Strategic Priority Open Meetings were organised:
1: How to encourage statistical communication and networking, particularly by exploiting the
networking potential of WSCs? Chaired by Helen MacGillivray, ISI President Elect, and
Pedro Silva, ISI President.
2: On which issues do we need a stronger public voice and which members wish to work on
this? Chairer by Stephen Penneck, ISI EC member.
3: What should our focus on capacity building be and who should contribute to this? Chaired
by John Bailer and Irena Krizman, ISI EC members.
The discussions during the meetings were lively and constructive. A report of the meetings
will be published on the ISI website.
Authors’ Workshop
On Monday 17 July the ISI/RSS Author Workshop “Getting your paper published”. Editors of
established journals Stat, ISR, RSS A, B, and C and Teaching Statistics gave short
presentations about their journals and an overview of best practice in terms of submitting and
reviewing papers. This workshop, sponsored by Wiley, was a great success. The room was
packed with (potential) authors.
NSS Lunchtime Event
The ISI lunchtime event “ISI and NSSs (National Statistical Societies) - Partnerships for
Statistical Development”, held on 17 July 2017, had an attendance of more than 80
participants, spread over more than 30 countries. The event was sponsored by Elsevier. A
full report of the event can be found on the ISI website.
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ISI Members & Young Statisticians mixer
On Monday evening, 17 July, the ISI hosted a reception for ISI members and Young
Statisticians, a “mixer” event in the Mövenpick hotel garden. The reception was sponsored by
Wiley for which we are very grateful. Although starting late, the reception was well attended
and many members were accompanied by their partners.

IFC – ISI Lunchtime Event ‘Central Banks and Statistical Offices – Partnership in
sharing data for good statistics’
During this event, held on Tuesday 18 July, more than 60 participants discussed the
challenges of data sharing between the National Statistical offices and National Central
Banks. They agreed that more co-operation and more data sharing is needed.
The joint event, organised by the IFC and the ISI, was considered as an excellent opportunity
to discuss how to go forward.
Networking Event for Women in Statistics
On Tuesday morning, 18 July, a Women’s Networking Breakfast was organized by the ISI
Committee on Women in Statistics: an informal networking session with breakfast combined
with discussion groups. The event was generously sponsored by L’Oréal Foundation and
was very well attended.
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ISI President Invited Lecture: Dr Hadley Wickham
The President’s Invited lecture was delivered by Dr Hadley Wickham, Chief Scientist at
RStudio, a member of the R Foundation, and Adjunct Professor at Stanford University and
the University of Auckland. His talk ‘Data science in the tidyverse’ discussed the culmination
of last 10 years of his work: the so-called tidyverse. The tidyverse is a collection of R
packages designed to make data science as fluid and expressive as possible. The tidyverse
has had considerable impact on the practice of statistics and is used by hundreds of
thousands of people around the world. Wickham’s talk was followed by many delegates and
generated a lot of Tweets.

Dr Wickham delivering his lecture on tidyvers.

Awards Ceremony
The Awards Ceremony took place on Friday 21 July. Similar to previous years, it was a
celebration of all the Awards and Prizes of the ISI and its Associations which reflected the
scale and reach of Statistics and of the ISI family. All awards and names of the winners can
be found in the Awards Brochure .

June Jee Lee receiving from ISLP Director, Reija
Helenius, the ISLP Poster Competition Award for
the 2017 1st Prize Winners - Younger division, Jo
Yuna and Lee Yena, from South Korea.
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Mahalanobis Lecture
The winner of the 2017 edition of the Mahalanobis International Award in Statistics is Prof
Rahul Mukerjee (Mukherjee), of the Indian Institute of Management in Calcutta. Prof
Mukerjee has authored or co-authored five books and published over 240 papers, many in
major statistical journals. He has collaborated with several of the leading researchers in
statistics worldwide. Prof Mukerjee received the certificate during the session where he
delivered the Mahalanobis Prize Lecture titled ‘Research in experimental design in India:
achievements and emerging challenges’. Finally, during the Awards Ceremony, he received
the official award from the Indian Ambassador in Morocco.

Prof Mukerjee receiving the Mahalanobis Prize
Certificate from Prof Mr. D.P. Mondal, Additional
Director General, Central Statistics Office, Ministry of
Statistics
and
Programme
Implementation,
Government of India.

The Indian Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation and the ISI signed the new
Memorandum of Understanding for the Mahalanobis Award.

D. P. Mondal and Pedro Silva signing the new MoU for
the Mahalanobis Award.
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Karl Pearson Prize
The 2017 Karl Pearson Prize was awarded to Roderick J. Little and Donald B. Rubin for their
book Statistical Analysis With Missing Data, published by John Wiley & Sons (1987).
Roderick J. Little is Richard D. Remington Distinguished University Professor in the
Department of Biostatistics at the University of Michigan, USA. Donald B. Rubin is the John
L. Loeb Professor of Statistics at Harvard University, USA.
Rod Little gave the Karl Pearson lecture on Friday morning, 20 July. The ISI thanks Elsevier
Publishers for sponsoring the award and for supporting travel costs for the Karl Pearson
Lecture.

Rod Little receiving the Karl Pearson
Prize during the Awards Ceremony.

Exhibition Hall
Various exhibitors presented their products and services during the conference. The group
included well-known statistical societies, academic institutions, vendors of commonly
adopted statistics software as well as sizable publishers of statistics journals and books.

The ISI booth in the Exhibition Hall.
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Sponsors
The ISI is extermely grateful to the ISI2017 sponsors. Through their contributions and
support has the WSC become such a succesful event. Many participants from developing
countries could participate thanks to the financial support from sponsors. Other sponsors
contributed by organising special events and networking events, or by supporting prizes and
awards. The complete list of sponsors can be found here:
http://payment.isi2017.org/sponsorship-exhibition/
ISI General Assembly
The General Assembly (GA) was held on Thursday afternoon, 20 July. The GA approved the
2016 Annual Report. Malaysia issued the formal invitation for the 62nd World Statistics
Congress in Kuala Lumpur to take place from 18-23 August 2019.
Marrakech by Night
On Tuesday evening, 18 July, the congress delegates
enjoyed the company of their fellow participants while
experiencing the Moroccan hospitality. The event was
organised in ‘Dar Soukkar’, built on the ruins of a 16th
century sugar factory. It was a magic evening with fabulous
shows and music.

Closing Ceremony
The ceremony took place on Friday 21 July, and was very well attended. ISI President Pedro
Silva thanked the Moroccan hosts for their efforts in making the congress a success. He then
handed over Presidency to the incoming ISI President, Helen MacGillivray. Mr Ahmed
Lahlimi Alami recalled the highlights of the congress through a photo compilation show. The
ceremony ended with an invitation by Mr Mohd Uzir, Chief Statistician Malaysia, for the 2019
WSC in Kuala Lumpur. His invitation was followed by a video and a wonderful dance
performance by the Malaysian team.
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Farewell Dinner
This event, on Friday evening, 21 July, was the ‘Grand Finale’ of the Congress. The
congress participants enjoyed an unforgettable evening at ‘Chez Ali’: a unique entertainment
provided in an arena as large as a football field, a beautiful parade, unforgettable fantasia
acrobats on horses, camels, traditional songs and dances; all this magic to the sound of a
captivating music. Magical! Magnificent! Memorable! Chez Ali offered it all.
It was a fitting end to a wonderful conference and a memorable visit to Marrakech.

Remark: There were many administrative meetings and other events that were organized by
the ISI and Associations during the WSC. These are not covered in this report.
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